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What’s been happening at Waikato recently?

We were thrilled to secure the Book 1 leading vendor title at Karaka for two consecutive years.
Karaka 2023, thank you!
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Watch our wrap video

“It’s been so great having everybody back here, it’s the time that we showcase WS to the world.”
- Mark Chittick 

Click here to watch
 

 

Very proud of Super Seth

Our G1 Caul�eld Guineas winner Super Seth was well-received in Book 1 at NZB with 33 representatives sold for

$5,305,000 at an average of $160,758.

Read more

A great result for Lot 616
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Our �rst-season sire reached a new record at Karaka when lot 616, a sensational �lly out of Valpolicella sold to

Laguna Partnership, Barry Lee Bloodstock & John Sargent for $625k at Karaka. Congratulations to Haunui Farm on

this fantastic result - we will be sure to keep up with this one on the track!

Chandelier colt heads to Marsh Racing 
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We were thrilled with the sale of this magni�cent Super Seth x Chandelier colt (Lot 91) for $380k. A half-brother to

dual G1 winner Mo'unga - we can't wait to see him on raceday! Best of luck to Stephen Marsh Racing, Dennis Foster,

Bourbon Lane and Dylan Johnson Bloodstock! 

 

Mark and Charlie Part 3

“Ladies and gentleman, a star offer from Waikato Stud." 

A pass in is nothing to frown about! Incase you missed it, make sure you watch Mark and Charlie as we followed

them around the sales complex. 

Click here to watch

 

WS stallions looking on-point
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After a very successful 2023 Karaka National Yearling Sale, we were delighted to welcome visitors to view our
amazing stallions. We are looking forward to seeing their progeny in the upcoming sales! 

 

View our Karaka gallery 

Click the link below to view Waikato Stud's Karaka in pictures day-by-day

View the 2023 Karaka gallery 
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READ THE WHISPERS
AROUND WAIKATO
THIS WEEK…
 
There are plenty of 'tipping
experts' amongst the Waikato
team. It's time they show us
what they're made of…

 

 
WS BRED: GET LIT

Get Lit (2019 x Savabeel x Chandelier filly)

Jockey: TBC

Trainer: Tony Pike

Comment: We will get lit if this filly wins

Upcoming Race: Saturday 11th Feb, Te Rapa, Race 4, Group 2
David & Karyn Ellis Fillies Classic, 2000m
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Well, what a week. After missing our friends and acquaintances for three years we encounter weather conditions

that tested everybody’s good will. I take my hat off to all, the horse handlers were amazing, the buyers did their best

in dif�cult conditions - they stayed, which in itself we are grateful for – and the horses handled the challenging

conditions with aplomb. It was an event we will never forget.

How did they sell? Well, it was patchy, to be honest it was about what we at Waikato expected. I won’t speak for

others, but we took home a handful. Our $7.75m gross is not to be regarded as disappointing, with the uncertainty

at the time of entering our horses we chose to spread our risk offering a number in Australia. At the end of the day,

we are traders; no sales, no money, no stud.

The introduction of new blood is so dependent on the type we have to offer. We regarded our Super Seths right up

to expectations, his sale con�rmed our con�dence in his future. Regretfully, investment in replacement sires has

never been at a lower ebb. Four new prospects a year for the last two years re�ects not a lack of con�dence in the

NZ markets where our progeny perform but a lack of con�dence in where our domestic market is heading. To be

fair, this year’s catalogue illustrated a depletion of our mares, the opportunity to sell any black-type performers is

too tempting to resist.

Then we have the weather to contend with, every cancellation is nine opportunities to win a race lost. There is no

enthusiasm to race on our synthetic tracks with an unacceptable number of horses returning with issues. Then we

have the mystery of the Manawatu debacle. With the course proper considered unsafe one would think the

investment of probably $12m on their new synthetic would at least �ll the gap for the industry days. The

scuttlebuck at the sales was riders considered it unsafe and trainers considered it too �rm for their horses. My

point, Winston offered $6m towards the construction, therefore the club had to �nd the rest. To invest at such a

level and get this result begs the question: Who the hell is running our industry?

We at Waikato love the game, we want to go places and feel the vibe, the vibe that encourages involvement.

But there are better days. The photo of three trophy rugs won in the last couple of months will keep us from

throwing in the towel. Even better, our three wins at Wellington were on a $60k day. Now I know that doesn’t

compare with Australia but then very few racing jurisdictions do, however more of these days would be
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appreciated.

As a change of direction, I am disappointed when the only way to manage an economy is to spread confetti

everywhere then screw the poor buggers who were encouraged to take their �rst step into what would normally be

their biggest asset. The Government instructed the Reserve Bank to spread $16b among the banks to keep the

economy a�oat. The interest rate was a paltry 0.25%, it was re lent at an average of 3%. Wonderful, now with the

short-term loans that the banks picked up a margin of over 2.5% these new owners will struggle to meet their

commitments, but the bank’s margin will not change. Then if required to sell they will be left with a substantial

commitment. I know young people in this predicament, this screwing of the scrum won’t affect me, or hopefully

those who purchased our horses. I doubt the only way to stem the in�ation they created is by hammering those with

the least, in a free market the checks and balances work. Governments are simply the arbiters of our endeavours,

when they poke their nose outside of their expertise the inevitable happens.

I gave my local club a deserved pat on the back last week, then to my dismay I �nd they have chased out one of the

personalities and club historian from his unpaid hospitality role . Now this person is infused with racing blood and

personality, his indiscretion, a slip of the tongue, which 99% of those he hosted would have chuckled at, may have

deserved a short lesson in wokedom that I would have facilitated. The offended may or may not return to the club,

the personality never missed a day. I know who I would have kept.

Cheers

G
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